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QUESTION 1

Which question can help you determine whether a customer could be a good candidate for an SD-Branch solution? 

A. How long have you been operating as a multiple branch network? 

B. Are you trying consolidate your branches to fewer sites? 

C. How do you see your future with MPLS versus broadband Internet? 

D. Which of your sites experiences the highest traffic load? 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.arubanetworks.com/assets/wp/WP_SDBranchOverview.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

For which scenario should you position Aruba 303H APs? 

A. a hotel needs to provide 802.11ac wireless 

B. a warehouse environment that reaches heat over 40 degrees C 

C. an airport that needs to provide high-speed guest hot spots 

D. a high-density office environment with cubicles 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://cc.cnetcontent.com/vcs/hp-ent/inline-content/VL/A/D/
AD094658DE5CEE095B1B7DFC143953E5F0ADA844_source.PDF 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer requires a highly secure network solution, and you have proposed an Aruba controller-based solution and
Aruba switches. What is one security benefit that the controllers provide? 

A. They can detect intrusion attempts based on machine learning (ML). 

B. They can create a baseline of normal wireless device behavior and detect anomalies. 

C. They can provide secure SNMPv3-based management for the Aruba switches. 

D. They can apply role-based firewall policies to wireless and wired traffic. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is one way that industry analysts recognize Aruba\\'s leadership in the industry? 

A. Gartner awarded Aruba the number two spot in five out of six use cases in its 2018 Critical Capabilities for Wired and
Wireless LAN Access Infrastructure report. 

B. Industry analyst CRN recognizes Aruba primarily for its wireless expertise. 

C. Industry analysts have praised Aruba for its multiple wired and wireless architectures. 

D. Gartner has given Aruba the title of market leader in the wireless or wired and wireless LAN Access Magic Quadrant
for more than 12 years in a row. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs a wired solution upgrade. Which characteristic indicates a good prospect for an Aruba switching
solution? 

A. The customer has found cloud applications to be too expensive and wants to limit their use. 

B. The customer needs a wireless upgrade as well and wants better wired and wireless integration. 

C. The customer considers cost the primary concern and is not worried about performance, security, or visibility. 

D. The customer is a small business with about 60 employees and needs a simple, plug-and-play solution. 

Correct Answer: B 
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